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that, we're just starting here. What defines the apart in terms of its skillset is that it has access to a large arsenal of mechanics from condition cleansingÃ Â to invulnerability. All of the skills giving access to these are, however,Ã Â a lot more limited duration wise, making timing a much more relevant aspect in your play. This guide expects a small
amount of knowledge of the game as well as the class itself, but should be relevant to experts as well as beginners. Glossary(credits to ele/thief guide) Stack ¢ÃÂÂ all party members stand closely together to share boons or control enemy AI. Aggro ¢ÃÂÂ slang for aggression or aggravation, usually referred to a mob targeting you or your party. Mob
¢ÃÂÂ an enemy, foe, or creature LoS/Line of Sight ¢ÃÂÂ usually referred to the act of obstructing melee and ranged enemies that are trying to hit you (e.g around a corner), which causes them to run towards the first non-obstructed location, thus stacking the mobs. NPC ¢ÃÂÂ Non-player character. Computer controlled characters. You are usually
accompanied by one or more NPCs in every dungeon path LFG ¢ÃÂÂ Lookingfor Group Pug ¢ÃÂÂ Pickup group. A group made up of people who you do not know, usually via the ingame LFG system DPS ¢ÃÂÂ Damage Per Second AoE ¢ÃÂÂ Area of Effect; any skill that has more than one target. Pull ¢ÃÂÂ gaining the initial aggro of an enemy Boons
¢ÃÂÂ also known as buffs, these give positive effects to you and allies Blast ¢ÃÂÂ using a blast finisher in a combo field AA ¢ÃÂÂ Auto Attack / first weapon skill HP ¢ÃÂÂ Hit or health -points Proc ¢ÃÂÂ Programmed Random Occurrence. Can sometimes be used when talking about non-random occurrences (e.g, ¢ÃÂÂproc¢ÃÂÂing the counter attack
on Riposte¢ÃÂÂ) Mesmer damage explained The mesmer is a class that uses illusions to do handle its tasks, summoning a maximum of three loyal (naturally) good looking minions. These illusions are separated into two categories: phantasms and clones. Clones generally do very little damage and look Like Mesmer himself, their health is minimal
(3200 hp in LVL 80) and they use only the AA chain of the weapon used by the launcher after the summoning. Phantoms are illusions of a different type, they have a purple shine around them, use a specific skill and often mimic skills performed by other classes, depending on their type and the corresponding weapon. Ghosts will be addressed
specifically in a later part of this guide. After deciding between clones and ghosts, Mesmer needs to choose whether to allow illusions to live or that they destroy themselves using what is called "approach". By breaking, all of the currently living illusions run to the corresponding target and destroy themselves, with an effect of choice to the enemy or
launcher. The first option to have work illusions is, however, the most used in the PVE dungeon scenario. This is because the dungeons struggles take relatively long, because the mobs usually have high HP. Ghosts cause many damage over time, and not in a quick explosion, this makes your survival preferred in a dungeon environment. The ghost
damage calculations that the standard ghosts have a health pool of approximately 6 thousand hp after the Mesmer reached level 80, but most of their other statistics are all connected to the user in a much simpler way. Armor, power, accuracy (critical approach only indirectly), statistics related to ferocity and condition are all shared by the illusion
with the user and are updated as the benefits affect this. Remember that ghost statistics are not directly affected by the benefits applied to the illusions themselves by external sources. The following example shows how this affects damage when it can be applied in a fight when a ghost was summoned. If the power is applied to Mesmer, your power
statistics will increase and this statistics is sacitsÃtatse sacitsÃtatse saus ,amsatnaf oirp³Ãrp oa odacilpa res edop ossi eS .metnemua sonad so euq moc odnezaf ,oviv amsatnaf o arap identical to that of the mesmer, resulting in an unchanged damage output. The biggest issue with damage of ghosts that should be taken into account when theorizing
and playing is that this stat scaling is all there is for ghost damage. Phantasm statistics are directly linked to yours, but work as separate entities with their own (exotic) weapons and armor. This essentially means that % bonuses resulting from armor or strokes equipped (e.g. + 10% bonus of runes from higher scholars) do not affect the damage
caused by their ghosts. Damage of reflection As the second P in the introduction approached, the mesmers use the reflection much for damage to the fights. To help understand some of the mesmer choices, it is important to know how this mechanic works in damage calculations. The regular calculation of damage is as follows: Damage made = Gun
force * Power * Skill – Specific Coefficient / Target Armor After this calculation has been done, critical damage is appropriately added to chance and ferocity. A reflected projectile, however, is not fired directly by the mesmer, which means that the strength of the weapon, the power and the specific coefficient- ability come from the initial projectile
launcher, the mafia. With this in mind, energy will not affect your reflection damage, while accuracy can, as chance and critical damage are only added when the projectile reaches its final goal. In dungeons your damage will be divided into two, between ghosts and personal, which takes priority will be yours to decide, but this guide will help with this
in the compilation section and techniques. Shattering Shattering is a unique mesmer mechanic. By executing the art of breaking, the mesmer makes all his illusions run to his target for self-destruct. There are a total of 4 possible breaks, each with different effects, which will be discussed below. From 23 Juneall the breaking skills to tell the mesmer
as an illusion, giving it by giving it Ability to use broken skills without illusions. Synergy General Traces: Master of Fragmentation / Mental Anguish / Rajuste Winding / Abalada Force / Master of Mind Wrack (12 Seg) Mind is very simple, your illusions will be subjected to the corresponding target, destroying themselves and damaging the enemies
around them when they do. The damage caused by the mind increases to a slower rate by broken illusion, which means that when three illusions are broken in total, the damage caused by individual illusion is lower than when it breaks only one, even if its total damage of destruction is greater. At PVE, we recommend using this break when you are
sure that your ghosts or clones will die in the next scam. Another option in combat, if well-characterized, for breakage (delusions+domination trait), is to use the Wrack Mind whenever your ether synette recharges, allowing you to reappear your ghosts quickly after breaking. This ability should also be used whenever your targets are approaching
death. The damage caused by WRACK will compensate for the fact that their ghosts could not deliver another success. This causes the breakdown of something you will often use if there are many garbage mobs on the way of dungeon. Synergy Traces: the cry of frustration of mental anguish (CD of 25 seconds) causes your illusions to self-destroy,
inflicting confusion on nearby targets. As confusion is hardly feasible in the PVE, try to avoid using it. The deviation (CD of 38 seconds) causes your illusions to self-destruct, applying a second lament to your target. This can be used extremely well to remove the challenge, but its long recharge is not one of its benefits. Don't forget that since June 23,
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well as open open Pve. AA Chain- Ether Bolt/Ether Blast/Ether Clone The Automal Attack Chain linked to this weapon has 2 initial attacks with a relatively slow activation time. These power screws make a low amount of damage and apply 2 and 3 seconds of torment, respectively. The final attack of the AA chain is a clone call (unless you are already
stuck in illusion). This clone will use only the first of the AA chain attacks because of the clones apocalypse by preventing measurements. This final attack will do about 1.5x the damage of the first two attacks and applies 2 torment batteries to 5 sec if a summoned clone is called. This attack is approximately twice the activation time, resulting in a
total AA chain duration of approximately 3.9 seconds. Avanhado: What is interesting to know is that the aa of the scepter can reach targets in the ~ 1100 track, despite what the tip of the tool suggests. Illusion Accountant / Customer Accountant The Second Skill Skill is a block. Illusion counter is a second block with offensive properties, calling a
screw clone to have, doing decent damage and applying 5 stubs of torment to the attacker target. This block, however, will just stop an attack, so choose which attack to keep it and timing it correctly is vital. If used well, this attack and its little cooldown create a very powerful defense. This makes the scepter much more viidable when you can often
process the block (for example, raid chiefs with tags at and damage). This attack, however, does not end with a simple block. If you are fighting a group of multidoes and you may want to help your group instead of you, the block can be released in the form of CounterSPell. This liberation ability fires a screw on a straight line for a 900 distance, and
will blind any target it reaches (at the end of 5). Confusing images the last attack in the of the cetro is the one that will be greatly appreciated by those who love the purple character of the mesmer. Confused ConfusedIt is a 900 range skill, where a beam is taken from the scepter to the target. This beam causes damage and apply confusion in a total of
6 ticks, applying a pile for each tick throughout the skill duration. With the cast time of a total of 2 seconds, it may be the most harmful ability of the mesmer scepter, but sometimes it is difficult to finish completely. With Buff to Condition, this is a strong ability for the mesmer condition, so try to use this ability as much as you can, because it
compensates for the low damage automatic attack, putting it nearby from the sword against enemies. ADVANCADO: Due to the form of the attack beam, this ability will damage all (mother) that accidentally reach the path of the beam, drilling them to reach the target, that this mechanical makes this skill to use but important to consider AOE's
abilities. The last 4 ticks of the attack will reach these more close targets of the slightly rifter than the most distant, including the target enemy. The team of the team personifies the Mesmer's Cahater. With the combination of benefits, conditions, clones and ranked, slow, high and downs, proves to be a very versatile weapon. This versatility makes it
a weapon to be dominated before it is used. AA - Winds of Chaos The automatic attack performed by the team is a bouncing attack. The project shot is the Homing and will reach an enemy directed at a mother range of 1,200. In after contact, the attack will cause an insignificant amount of damage and apply 1 second of burning, 7 seconds of bleeding
or 5 seconds of vulnerability (the entire stack and scale with the duration of the condition, ã ã © of course). After reaching the initial target, the project will jump to the enemy or more nearby ally, if the first, its effect will be ideas. If the project reaches an ally, they receive 5 seconds of power (1 battery) or 2 seconds of This bouncing effect is repeated
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atnecserca e epiuqe ad Location, affecting the enemies / allies within, resulting in an effect similar to chaos winds and chaos armor. Support and offensive effects work separately, so that the storm can make a total of 5 enemies and 5 allies at the same time. All enemies affected by the storm of chaos obtain random effects on them every second, these
effects fill what was missing in previous skills, granting a second of chill or pain, or two seconds of poison or weakness. Allies affected by the same field will be randomly granted one of the three boons every second, they include aegis, retaliation and speed, and all lasts for a total of three seconds. The ability to give Aegis that this ability provides to
mesmer is one of the reasons for using the team in certain clear speed records; Those who are not guardians. ADVANCADO: In pve this ability is only really used for the purposes of aegis/swiftness boon and the one that brings to a large group of mobs, but because it functions as a field of combination, it can, it can prevent your party from stacking
can, becoming a skill that is better kept unused, unless for personal agility maintenance or extra protection against waste, if your party does not use or fields of fire. Greatsword Despite what many may tell you, most of the best pve mesmers will need to admit to using large sword abundance, and this is definitely not because it is an incompetent
weapon. As the first 4 of your skills can be used from 1,200 range, this is a long -range weapon containing what you may have expected. Since the large sword has a strong focus of direct damage compared to the long -range of the long reach, this weapon is definitely a recommendation above the staff and the scepter. If you are not comfortable with
the enemies of body, Sword is the weapon you want to consider for your phase of transactions to the land of the Mesmer Body. Another positive thing about the large sword is that it has a osla si lliks siht ,EvP ni tnaveler ylemertxe ton elihw dna ,tluafed yb secnuob ruof fo latot a sah kcatta gnicnuob siht ,trapretnuoc ffats sti ekilnU :decnavdA .tceffe
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drowwwstaerg remsem eht if kcatta otua eht egrus laitaps â€â aa ,seitilapapac Eoa Fo Mental stabbing This is a funny skill, the mental force makes a great magic sword come from the ground and stab up to 5 targets in a ground target location with a radius of 240. Beside the fact that this ability does decent AoE damage, it also tears a boon from
each target it reaches, making it useful against broken groups, such as the Ascalonians in fractals of the cuffs. Water Diaper The second ghost to be covered in this guide is one more regularly used. When skill is activated, the mesmer throws a large illusory sword into his target enemy, inflicting damage and 3 stacks of vulnerability similar to the
mirror blade. The sword will return as it came, and a ghostly berserker is generated on the target. The phantom berserker uses a whirlwind attack similar to that of the warrior's great sword, and with it, it hits several targets (max 5) at the same time. Their base damage is relatively high, but as it is divided into 4 beats, the smaller creatures will not
feel their total impact. Illusion Wave This is the only skill in the arsenal of the great sword that has its range limited to 450. The wave attack is a knockback that will affect up to 5 targets in front of the caster. While not doing a significant amount of damage, the knockback will keep enemies at a safe distance, as the pushed enemies will be moved to
another 450 at a distance. Stacking large groups of rubbish turbulences against walls is a technique commonly used in dungeons race, and the big sword can be used for this, but as it is difficult to control due to its simplistic character, using a focus instead is always the best option. Be careful not to push the enemies away from your sleeping party
members, because this will not benefit anyone in a regular situation. Sword Mainly The main hand sword is the weapon you owe and will familiarize yourself with when using your mesmer in PvE while being a body weapon, the ,aicnªÃviverbos ,aicnªÃviverbos ed edaditnauq ednarg amu etimrep and direct damage. What is important to keep in mind
about the subject of body weapons is that the effect of clearing scorching could be considered AOE, but as it is not specifically intended to be considered an attack ata, its damage is not considered It is reduced because of it. This makes a much more versatile body weapon in terms of damage. Another basic reasons because the body weapons in
general are preferred is the concept of sharing boon. Screams and other boon applying skills often will be a very small area of influence, with most screams only having an effective radius of 600. Because of this, your outreach of damage will always be very often when you are close to your teammates. AA Chain â € “Mind Slash / Mind Gash / Mind
Espigã The Automal Attack Chain in Sword in Mother has a combination of effects. The first two hits, Slash and Gash are directly damaged, and both apply 5 seconds of short vulnerability when beating. The third attack called the mental ear is slightly different from the first two attacks, as this focuses more on pages than vulnerability. The third attack
has two options: hit a target with or without boons. When a target with bonons currently active is reached, one of these is torn by the attack, and the damage of the mind of the mind will be around 1.5x than the first two AA attacks. If, however, the target enemy has no active boons, the attack will be extra damage, resulting in an equivalent damage of
approximately 2x that of Slash of Mind or Gash. Because in pve mobs often has no boulder, the mind of the mind really ends from its auto attack sequence, so try to prioritize the finishing of the entire chain before interrupting it, if necessary . ADVANCED: Comparison: The total duration of the sword AA chain is 2.48 seconds, which is short compared
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skill as it is interrupted by movement. Another thing to be taken into account when using this skill, however, is that it has a very small aftercast: for about a quarter of a second after the blur has finished, your character will still be blocked in place, and while the movement interrupts it, do not ski. Because of this, if you want to chain evasion duration,
a dodge followed by bored frenzy is always better than doing the rotation of the other way around. Illusion jump / Awakening The third skill in the main weapon of the sword's hand focuses on mobility, specifically, in stopping your opponent's while increasing your own. The illusionary jump summons a sword clone on its target from a maximum range
of 600, which will hurt its target for 1 second, and then continue as a normal clone, repeating the AA sequence. While all the animation of the sequence is covered, the peak of the mind will not surprisingly do any damage compared to the slash and gash attacks. What follows about the illusory ability of jumping is what is known as ‘Swap’. Swap will
replace your third ability as you have generated your illusion, being available until it dies or is used. Swap does exactly what the name suggests, makes you change places with the newly summoned clone, and in doing so, immobilizes up to 3 targets around your new location found for a duration of 2 seconds. This ability no longer works as a stun since
the HoT expansion patch. When using this skill, also keep in mind that it will go in a complete cooldown if the cast with a target out of the 600 range, then be careful if you want to use it effectively. Advanced: This is one of the few skills of spawning illusion that works against invulnerable targets. This allows you to prepare illusions for breaks like
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time, they are an excellent way to protect you and your party against projectiles. The most relevant way the ghost director is used, however, is in combination with the director's feedback stroke. This feature will make the director reflect projectiles rather than absorb them, making it one more skill that combined perfectly offense and defense.
Advanced: the director in combination with the temporal curtain/in the combination of previously mentioned voids, makes a perfect weapon against many garbage mobs, as the attack causes damage around the ghost itself. While the director remained stationary in the past, it will now move toward your target to attack, but a combination of
environmental issues can cause your director to refuse to attack your target; in this case, you will need a B plan. Sword of form The proud sword is an incredible weapon to use when you are seeking damage to the single target, as well as the main version, the sword's skill set manages to combine defense and offense in a great way, giving the body a
reliable comrade when facing the danger of head erected. Illusionary riposte/counter Blade That skill is one of my own favorites and for good reason. The illusory riposte is very similar to the illusory counter in the scepter, but it has a more direct character, the duration of the lock on activation is about two seconds, making the time relevant, but not
surprisingly difficult. When you block an attack with the delusioned scam, the enemy you just blocked will receive an AA sword clone generated alongside them, which is expected when you look at the way the ceremonial counter works, but there is a small difference in terms of damage. While adapse adapse a ,soterid sonad ed odal oa otnemrot ues o
¡Ãd ortec od focus on raw damage, creating a relatively massive hit, Illusionary riposte is therefore the highest hitting direct damage attack in the mesmer¢ÃÂÂs arsenal, shattering excluded. Advanced:As was mentioned in the ¢ÃÂÂmesmer damage explained¢ÃÂÂ section, this has a clear advantage when it comes to bonuses. While illusionary riposte
may have the same damage coefficient as some phantasms, it will always result into a much larger hit, simply because it is affected by theÃ Â many +x% bonuses coming from your traits and equipment. Combine this with a cooldown identical to blurred frenzy, and you¢ÃÂÂve got an amazing skill to help you in your melee fights on the subject of
damage as well as survivability. But wait, there¢ÃÂÂs more! Just like illusionary counter, this riposte skill can be released while blocking in the form of the skill called counter blade. Counter blade shoots a projectile in a straight line much like the scepter¢ÃÂÂs spell, but will instead daze the targets it passes through, with a maximum of 5.

Phantasmal swordsman The phantasmal swordsman is one you will also end up using very often, while it may not look like it does a lot of damage compared to others in raw numbers, this phantasm is your best choice in direct single target damage, not because of its damage per hit, but because of its damage per second. When activating this skill, the
mesmer strikes their foe for a frankly insignificant amount of damage, buffing themselves with 8 stacks of might in the process, lasting 5 seconds. After this, the phantasmal swordsman is summoned. The phantasmal swordsman has a damage coefficient which is slightly lower than that of, for example, the duelist or the warden, but because the
damage of the swordsman is instant, and has a much smaller cooldown, a constant barrage of swordsman hits will always beat the raw numbers delivered by its slower hitting phantasm friends. Advanced:This phantasm hits approximately every 4 :oda§ÃnavA .msatnahp remsem odanoicidnoc ot-og ues etse euq moc zaf euq o ,otnemargnas ed
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ot sliaf yllautneve tub ,ytilibavivrus artxe fo tnuoma llams a tnarg dluohs niahc , and , a phantasm, and the only phantasm you are going to want to see underwater. When activating its summon skill, the mesmer does an evasive strike similar to the final hit from the auto attack chain, after which an illusionary marinier is spawned. The illusion uses a
spear, and launches a flurry of attacks onto your target while evading. The performed attack does a relatively high amount of damage, but has a long cooldown of 10 seconds, keeping damage per second still relatively low. Slipstream Slipstream is a fun underwater skill for mobility, with this the mesmer creates a line in front of itself, which again has
effects for your allies as well as foes. When passed by an ally, they get sped up momentarily, giving a small mobility boost. When foes hit this line instead, they will get knocked back. As the skill often ends up making your allies incapable of doing anything when they accidentally move into the badly visualized slipstream, this skill should not be used in
combat. Vortex The final skill on the spear is one that governs the crowd control aspect of the weapon. Vortex will suck a maximum of 5 targets around the caster towards it, making the mobs ball up and doing a negligible amount of damage. Just like other pulling skills, this skill is best used next to a wall, so they have fewer places to go to. Combining
this vortex attack with feigned surge is what makes the mesmer stand out in underwater combat. Trident The trident is the less used underwater weapon of the mesmer, simply because it is less viable in PvE. The trident has a combination of condition and boon applying skills, as well as a small amount of crowd control. The pure lack of raw damage
attacks on the weapon still makes it a poor choice compared to the spear. AA ¢ÃÂÂ Siren¢ÃÂÂs call Very similar to the staff¢ÃÂÂs winds of chaos AA, the trident¢ÃÂÂs auto attack only has one skill. Siren¢ÃÂÂs call shoots a bouncing projectile onto your target, delivering edop edadilibah atsE .latot on sodnuges 2 rop oxiab arap a-odnaxup ,ale a
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Cooldown over this 20-second healing ability, becoming an incredible tool to get a lot of riot, such as overtime it will definitely detect most of other healing options. Meanwhile it used to be the goal healing skill, its offensive properties are practically nonexistent, becoming a cure only to be used when the fight becomes too much for you. Recovery
mantra this is the first mantra to be discussed, like all mantras, has a 2.25 secreation time, after which two mantra accusations will be available for the its immediate use. Carrying the mantra totally will also gain a moderate amount (3.275) of healing. The mantra accusations that you receive after the time of initial activation is called "energy return".
These loads are the time of activation and a second cooldown. If you choose to use only one mantra load, the implementation of the system € € Although a little attached to use, this ability has the highest health per second for the mesmer, it simply allows you to do nothing more when you use it. Synergy: Purity of Mender, restorative mantras when
combining this cure with the purity of Mender, the recovery mantra provided an excellent combination of healing and cleaning of conditions, from which your party as well as © M can benefit. Mirror this is one of the least used mesmer cures. Mirror has an activation time of 1 and a quarter second, becoming the highest cure in the case in the mesmer
set. Mirror has a cooldown of only 15 seconds, but has a standard cure about 3.915 saãº of, becoming a cure over time a little worse than having fest without any extra illusions. O od od oicÃni on odna§Ãemoc ,sodnuges siod roP .ovisnefo otium etnenopmoc mu met ,otnatne on mirror mirror will serve as a personal projectile reflection skill. Any
projectiles that directly hit you will be reflected back onto the enemy that shot them, making for a decent upgrade in damage. The low health upkeep and short reflection duration do however make this a very specialized heal only to be used when involved in fights that have a ridiculous number of projectiles. Synergy:Ã Master of Manipulations Signet
of ether: Signet of ether is a really amazing heal which was granted to the mesmer class later in guild wars 2 progression. This explains why it requires 25 skill points to unlock, but it is definitely worth the trouble. Signet of ether is a passive as well as an active heal, and has the strongest offensive capabilities of all the healing skills we have
discussed before, in PvE at least. By default, this signet gives you 240 health per three seconds when you have one illusion alive, 660 when two, and 980 when three, as long as the signet is not on cooldown. When used actively, however, the healing skill gives you a default health of 5,560, just like ether fest, but has a much larger cooldown of 35
seconds, which can only be reduced to 28 with traits. Nevertheless, this is going to be the healing skill you want to use as much as possible due to its offensive superiority. If you happen to use the signet¢ÃÂÂs active heal, all of your phantasm skills in weapon slots and utility slots will have their cooldown removed immediately. This allows for an initial
phantasm spawn of 4(realistically 3) at the start of a fight, giving you an enormous amount of extra damage, protection or whatever you fancy using your phantasms for. Synergy: Blurred Inscriptions Utility and Elite Skills Going over utility and elite skills next, skills will be discussed in pairs of their corresponding skill type. Traitlines which provide
synergy which is recommended to be considered when using these skills is listed below each individual one. The effects will provide a small Summery Clone Skills summary, this is the first of your stealth skills and what skill it is. The decoy is a clone ability and therefore generates a clone to attack the nearest target, but it is not here that skill ends.
The decoy will grant 3 seconds of special stealth to the user after activation, but it will discontinue other currently released skills. The best use for this ability in dungeons is the stealth chain, although personal, this will help you to skip large crowd groups, possibly to portal others. Remember that shutting down the automatic targeting for this is vital,
because you don't want to generate illusions during the execution. Synergy: Prismatic/Illusionist Understanding Celerity SPECIAL EFFECTS: Breaker/ Stealth. Mirrored images The second ability in the clone section is a less used. This mirrored image ability will create two simple clones to attack your target and do nothing else. This ability is a stun
breaker and can be used very well in combination with breakage, but its use is usually not ideal in a dungeon environment. When used while 2 or 3 ghosts are alive, one of the clones will be summoned as already dead. Crono-advanced: This ability can be used very well to get 4 seconds of continuous division without being in combat. However, you will
need a target in the 1200 track to do it, however. This works well to stack up stealth with a little more time. Synergy: Illusionist Celerity (smaller Feature) Special effect (s): Glamor Feedback from the stun breaker This may be the most iconic skill of Mesmer. Feedback is the mother of all projectile reflection skills, and also looks amazing. This ability
creates a large dome in a directed location, which remains present for 6 seconds and reflects all projectilesor leaving. Due to its instant cast, this ability can be used while channeling other skills, such as ghost tricks, making it the last one to use the last minute. While different latrop edadilibah A .ele mes rezaf airedop o£Ãn edadicolev ed azepmil ed
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by the "hide in shadows" meaning that it is the Stealth, but will not stack with other stealth buffs granted by, for example, the thieves. By the contrary of Decoy, however, it is revealed not to allow its use. Since the vain will not stack with other stealthy buffs, this must always be the first stealth skill you use. SYNERGY: PRISTMANICAL
UNDERSTANDING / TIME ENVIRONMENT EFFECT (S): SPECIAL SHEET BUFF, NOT STRAP. Arcane manipulation thievery is a slightly used ability used, but interesting however. Arcane Thievery has very little to explain. By using this in a target, you will transfer three of your conditions for him while stealing three of his boons. This ability is
unlockable, and can be combined well with the sign of inspiration, later to be discussed. However, find this in PVE is rare. Synergy: Master of Manipulation / (Signet of inspirational skills) Effect (s): Allows boon theft and condition application. Blink forever a favorite of the author, blinking is your friend of the first day at Mesmer. This rockful ability
will allow a 1200 interval instant teleportation per standard, in a small cooldown. The use of flashing is varied, it can be used to jump into a quickly told, avoid tough beating or triggering attacks, allowing you to hurry to a knocked teammate, anything really. Blink shares with the portal the principle of straight lines, which means that you can blink the
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damage. Now that this mantra is able to cause damage to and a little higher than one of the first two barsSnoitidnoc 21 ot pu sesnaelc lliks siht ,degrahc tsrif si artnam eht nehW .sdnoces 21 fo nwodlooc a sah flesti artnam ehT .lavomer idnoc kciuq rof noitpo tseb eht raf yb si ti illase The evloseR fo artnaM .lavomer ecnaifed dna gnitpurretni rof taerg
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240. Special effect (s): immediate removal of the group's condition. Concentration mantra This mantra is practically the mesmer stability skill. With its duration of only 3 seconds, the mantra requires precise time to use well. He grants 3 batteries of him. When charged for the first time, this ability grants a 5 seconds of AEGIS, stability and speed. The
charges of the mantra of concentration so a 2 second cooldown, allowing you to keep 6 seconds of stability by pattern with that. Another use of this mantra is using it as a circuit breaker. Special Effect (s): Short Stability / Stun Breaker Phantasm Utilitarian Phantasmal Defender The Ghost Defender is one of the few utilitarian ghosts, as well as one of
the non-otensive. The Ghost Defender has about 2.5x both health and his regular ghosts and he has it for a reason. This Phantasm Wields just a shield W and attack your target without making any relevant damage. Within 600 ghost units, a special buff will be applied to any ally (including NPCs). This buff means that the damage caused by these allies
is divided between the defender and said ally, in a proportion 33:66, although these porns can still cry. In addition to the spawning of ghosts, the mesmer also applies 4 seconds of protection to allies around it when the ability is used. Although it is not a favorite of the author, this defender can be very much in situations where the scams are very
difficult to see, or very frequent to dodge completely. Synergy: Signal of having / A Illusionary Speed (smaller) Special Effect (s): Decreases the damage caused by the nearby allies, the pharaãsmal disorder is the end condition by removing the mesmer's ability. The ability of the clippard Faraã³ first will reach his target with a 240 ray attack, removing
2 enemies 2 conditions of allies close to the target. After that the skill skill generate a ghost with a scepter like Warlock. This ghost triggers prosecution in allies and enemies every 2.5 seconds. When the project filmed by the disenchantment of its ally, two conditions will be removed if one enemy, the same happens with its benefits. The triggering of
disenchantment in some way seems to prefer to jump allies, and can jump a total of 4 times. This ghost is used mainly in fractals of high, where "without pain, without gain" instability, making it an absolute must-have. SYNERGY: SEZE OF SERVICE TO TER / ILLUDAYS (MINORS) SPECIAL EFFECTS: REMOVAL SIGNATORS / RETURNING OF
GENERAL SYNERGY CALL: BORDED INSPIRATION SYME SUBLICATIONS This flag was commonly used by the old -time mesmers, returned to the return to the addition of Chrononã´mer's specialization, but received a recent nerf (October 18, 2016). The signet of inspiration copies all its benefits to its nearby allies, but only for a limited duration.
For speed, this is 3 seconds. When used passively, this signet will give him a random beneficial every ten seconds, with enormous variation. On June 23, 2015, the benefactor of speed is always applied for 5 seconds to each pulse. This signet can be used at parties when playing chronomncer to increase your time of speed of speed. In addition, the
signet can be used for the speed it provides, even out of combat. Special Effects: Transfer of Benefits, Time of Activity of Speed. Hall of domination with an active and passive effect in the grade of domination must never be underestimated. The synete has a passive effect of giving an increase of 180 damage to the condition, making it a mandatory
equipment for the constructions of conditions. When used actively, this ability gives your target a 3 -second stunning, making it unable to do anything, even moving. Although there are many classes that can provide stundoms, the three seconds in this sine make it one of theThe long-lasting in-game, and the activation time of 0.25 segund also makes it
incredibly fast. Within the great arsenal of challenge removal skills that Mesmer possesses, this is definitely one of the strongest in the world. SPECIAL EFFECTS: Midnight long-lasting dizziness the favorite of another author, the midnight bell is the excellent example of a bell to be used with turbid inscriptions. The passive effect of this sine is also
great for the builds of conditions, offering an impressive duration of +20%, essential when performing the condition. The active effect is not necessarily incredibly useful, although it received a buff on the July 26 patch. Its active skill is A is a blind unlockable from 5 seconds to up to 5 targets around the launcher in a 360 radius, which now also steals
the caster for 2 seconds. As this blind man is unblockable, he can occasionally save him from a hard attack. However, garbage and garbage mobs usually have few specifically hard attacks, dungeons rarely give the option to use it ideally. The midnight bell has three advantages over the other sinets when combined with the trace of blurred
inscriptions. This bell has an instant cast, is a stun breaker and has a very short refill. When combined with cloudy inscriptions, the Sinete of Midnight therefore works a second invulnerability ability that can be used in any situation, anywhere every 24 seconds. SPECIAL EFFECTS: The author's favorite / Break / AOE Blind / Must-have for condition
builds Sinete of Illusions A simple bell, intended to work for the compilations of breakage and ghost. This ability will passively give all your illusions 50% more health, aimed at keeping ghosts alive more easily. Due to the large amount of a hit on PVE attacks, however, this odnuges odnuges 09 mu mE .arbeuq ed sedadilibah saus sa sadot ¡Ãragerracer
snoisullI fo eteniS od ovita osu O .a§Ãnerefid acuop otium ¡Ãraf by default, this ability is only very rarely used in dungeons. Note: The continuum division is not recharged by this skill. Special effects: Health boost / skill Shatter reload Elite Skills Mass Invisibility Mass invis is the elite skill that has the greatest amount of possible uses according to the
author, but do not take his word for it. This skill with a 90-second cooldown is the final part of yourft chain. Just like most of the other stealth skills that mesmer has, the boon given by it is similar to stealth, but not the same. “Heating shadows” will be applied to the caster, as well as a maximum of 9 allies for a total of 5 seconds. This ability is great
for helping teammates downed or skip unnecessary crowd groups together. The damn skill is an impressive 1,200, so don't be afraid that your allies will be easily out of reach. Activation time is 1.75 seconds, which happily connects perfectly with the previously mentioned veil skill. Synergy: Prismatic Understanding / Master of Manipulation Special
effects: Great AoE theft. Time of war Perhaps one of the most iconic mesmer skills, the timewarp has been a curse and a blessing of the mesmer class from its origin. This ability creates a large area where up to 10 allies gain the boon of speed, and enemies gain the slow condition. The field has a total radius of 360, and lasts 10 seconds. Speed
decreases skill activation time by 50%, making automatic attack chains much faster, resulting in greater damage done by your party. Unfortunately, the mesmer auto attack is not strong enough to be enough of a reason to use it in individual situations. The ability has recently been updated to give 2 second-long speed stacks of two seconds, making it
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sonad so sodot ed osu o ,otnatrop ,etsisnoc arromsam ad lauta atem a ,arudamra ed onret etrof ues ed I will have to choose between two options: Armor/Assassin or Berserker weapon status. The killer will do that you need extra, resulting in more striking hits, while Berserker's armor and weapons will grant him more gross power. Although the
boards were made regarding the subject, the end result has ended that the difference between the two sets is mom, and a mixture of murder will be at the top in a situation Perfect (25 may, 25 vulnerability). If you want to go to Berserker de Assasin's combination absolutely ideal for party configurations such as a mesmer dps power, make sure the
rudder, chest, gloves and leggings are killers as well as one accession, one ring and one of its two weapons. Everything you use must be Berserker statistics and, if you are rich enough, add seven precise non -flight fractal infusions as well as 11 power infusions. What must keep in mind when making this choice, however, is the reflection. As explained
in the "mesmer of the" mesmer explained "section, the damage is not affected by the pottery, while the precision still has a growing effect of damage. This makes the killer preferable when you plan to reflect a lot. It is not very stuck to your damage equipment, as mesmers is one of the gear exchange classes in the game, but we will enter this when it
comes to the section of Cronomancer. Runes Rune do scholar This rune in particular has power and ferocity as main statues, helping a lot to their damage, but this is not the most important part of the rune. The sixth attribute of Scholar Rune offers +10% damage Whenever you are above 90% of the way, offering you the biggest gross damage
modifier that runes can give. Remember that this percentage bã´nus will not affect ghost damage, as explained in a one previous section. When executing the Power Mesmer Construão, always amu amu ©Ã aiug¡Ã ad anur a ,elgaE eht fo enuR .anur atse is not used much anymore. This rune gives stat bonuses identical to the ranger run, but again has
a difference in the 6th attribute. When you have 6 runes of the eagle equipped on your set, your damage output will gain a 6% boost whenever your target is below 50% health. While a lot less than the scholar rune, this bonus damage is received with no effort. This rune can be used well if you¢ÃÂÂre going for a full reflection damage set, as it gives
precision rather than power. Rune of strength The rune of strength is an interesting one to use. Strength runes will provide similar power bonuses to the scholar runes, but no ferocity. Instead of granting ferocity, these runes will provide might duration, which makes it interesting for use with special builds. The 6th rune bonus will grant a 6% damage
bonus while under the effects of might, which, if the proper sigils are used, is always. As might duration only affects might granted by the user, you need a source of this. This is why runes of strength are best combined with sigils of strength or battle(or both). If running with pugs or solo, this will allow you to keep up a large amount of might stacks
(up to about 12) by yourself. These runes should only be used for a phantasm damage build involving very little reflection, as the might upkeep affects your phantasms, boosting their damage enormously if properly used. Nevertheless, because of the missing precision and ferocity, your reflection damage will be lower compared to the previously
mentioned options while using these runes. Rune of the centaur The rune of the centaur is not meant for combat, but can be put to good use by the mesmer nonetheless. What makes the centaur rune stand out is its swiftness bonus. Aside from granting extra swiftness duration, this rune also has a very useful 6th effect. When equipped with 6 superior
runes of the centaur, using your healing skill will give you 10 seconds of swiftness (13 due increased duration of speed). When combined with the restoration of restoration, this rune will allow you to keep the speed permanently, compensating for Mesmer's lack of mobility. If you have a tantable, the ability that returns the human form after using it
will also process this rune, and there is no cooldown SIGRS the mesmer choices in SIGRS is relatively varied , but often in synergy with its used runes, come on in mind. Since recently, different acigles are different cooldowns, which means both can be used in the same set of weapons. Keep in mind that having two of the same acigles in a set of
weapons has the same result of having only one. As a mesmer, you also need to realize that your ghosts do not use their weapons, and therefore do not get any beneficial SIGIL. SIGHER OF THE FOOD FORMION SIGHT is by far the most used, its simplicity makes it king. FREE OF FORMAN will give you a constant damage +5% when you apply your
weapon. This Bã´Nus does not affect ghost damage, but it is relevant to the whole other output you do, and always be active. This is why it is recommended to maintain one of these in your main sword, as this will be changed very little. SIGIL OF AIR The upper confidentiality of air is really a very good SIGIL now. Since cooldown in this Sigil has been
corrected for 3 seconds, this will reach its target with a 50% chance in Berã§o. When you are not fighting with a specific enemy, it is not night, and you need the extra precise of the precision of precision, the airline will allow you to get a little more of damage than usual. Like most SIGILS, he is continuing on his own attacks, however, if you are using
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.remsem mob mu ranrot es resiuq ªÃcov es lativ ©Ã edno rasu arap riurtsnoc lauq odnebas ,otnemivom me seµÃ§Ãalipmoc ranretla levÃssop maranrot setnecer seµÃ§Ãazilauta sa omoC .laedi amrof ed ragoj erpmes oir¡Ãssecen ©Ã etnemetneuqerf i³Ãrtsnoc o£Ã§Ãatumoc ,sedadilibah ed ednarg otium edaditnauq amu met remsem o omoC
seµÃ§ÃurtsnoC .slatcarF me omoc ,oxil ed sbom ed sopurg sednarg arap sietÃ .EoA ezad mu acilpA â xirtaM rewoP .airºÃf uo zedipar Ã osseca muhnen uo ocuop moc seµÃ§Ãurtsnoc/salua arap litÃ .tnalumitS porD e segadnaB porD,sedadilibah 2 meT â kcaP lacideM atlaf remsem od edadilibom a rasnepmoc a raduja edop ,nwodlooc odnuges 51 mu me
zedipar ed sodnuges 01 ¡Ãd ehl euq mu ,so§Ãitief 2 meT â nosioP kelyH ed toP )renividhcrA ,akleB( etelfer mªÃt euq sefehc me epiuqe aus ratam uo sbom raxup arap litÃ .ovla ues raluna arap ecnacla ognol ed melog mu eivnE â axiac amu me meloG .rotnujsid mu omoc ¡Ãrauta m©Ãbmat odaburred odnauq meti etse rasU .sucipuLsucitnagiG me burG
o£Ã§Ãisnart 2>- 1 esaf a odnarutpac It will have to allow your ghosts to be placed more ruffled, but in addition to all this goes. Its configuration is similar to what was explained earlier ... You. You. to to run a berserker-assasins mix with scholar runes, and use power-ferocity food in combination with sharpening stones. The rotation is as follows and is
very comprehensive: (charge your mantra of pain) Summon your non-sword phantasm (e.g. phantasmal duelist) Switch weapons and summon a phantasmal swordsman Use Signet of Ether and spawn another swordsman. Use mantra of pain ONLY if 2 charges are available. (Continue this throughout) Auto attack and use blurred frenzy whenever it is
available. Spawn a third swordsman and keep autoattacking, using mantra of pain and blurred frenzy whenever you can. Dodge any trashtalk from your teammates about the uncomplicated rotation You want to run builds of this type when reflection is practically not present, as warden¢ÃÂÂs feedback isn¢ÃÂÂt included into the build. In most
situations your phantasms are still best to keep alive, as their damage ramps up over time,Ã so make sure that you only shatter when appropriate, and make sure not to replace your phantasms either. The following situations are good examples of when to shatter : You don¢ÃÂÂt have any phantasms up ¢ÃÂÂ Make use of the opportunity to get a quick
Mind Wrack out, it will always top the +3-9% you get from compounding power. Your Phantasms are going to die ¢ÃÂÂ Either because your target is going to die, or because your illusions are running into a mace to the face, make sure not to waste phantasmal lives by allowing them go out without a bang. You are in desperate need for AoE damage
¢ÃÂÂ In some occasions, large trash groups will bring you trouble as a mesmer. In these situations mind wrack can help out a lot, in combination with the AoE mantras on your bar. Make sure to consider a phantasmal warden if the situation is dire, and be sure to respawn any phantasms post shatter You are going to die ¢ÃÂÂ Distortion is love,
distortion is life, never forget. Ideally you won¢ÃÂÂt have to use diversion to break a defiance bar, as Give up many damage to it. Instead, you can choose skills as a sign of domination to make your fair part of the challenge bar removal. Lessons of variation there are ways in this compilation that can be replaced depending on your preference and the
situation in which you are, they will be listed below. Furious interruptions (!) Â € “Does your target have no challenge and are safe? This will give you more benefit than blurred inscriptions. (Ã ãs with lots of garbage mobs like fractals often end up making this lock a great choice!) Energy block â € “Do you want to throw the absolute mother damage?
Take the energy block and use the distraction mantra IDAnantic to the pain mantra (Given your target has a challenge bar). Broken forwards â € “Is you unable to use or stay ghost for any reason? Change your sign of having to have restoration mantra and use this lock. Benefits of this compilation: high damage direct over time / brave ghost awning
and personal damage. / Allows Varians Utility Options and Downsides Game Styles of this compilation: No Nurse Reflex / Limited Support Skills General Reflex Building Duel / Inspiration / Illusion It is one that concentrates on the domain of reflex. This compilation allows you to arouse decent direct damage as well as indirect reflection damage
through the director's feedback. Due to the comparative domain of the duel on domination in the department of damage, this is now the best construction for qualitative and quantitative reflection. This construction is to use whenever you are overwhelmed by reflective teaching, and you want to change quickly to the reflection of director of your most
direct initial buildings focused on damage. Considering that this construction uses the director's feedback, and you plan to generate warts with frequency, the use of signal is recommended in ocof ocof siam ,lapicnirp o£Ãm a omoc adapse amu ramot :saivb³Ã o£Ãs o£Ã§Ãurtsnoc atsen amra ed sahlocsE .sosac gun or secondary sword as uncontrolled,
depending on the situation. The round use of the build makes it run often when situations change quickly and you want to be ready for anything. Variation traces (excluding suggestions already mentioned in the compilation above) Evasive mirror – Projectiles bother you despite your directors, but are you alone or your team doesn't need extra
protection? Continue using this compilation, but try the Evasive Mirror trace to add more personal reflection to your arsenal. Medical Feedback – The slightest trace inspiration persisting images simply improves their ghost lives a little, so take or other feature doesn't matter much. In combination with temporal charm, the doctor's feedback can help
you resize your friends in hostile environments more easily, keeping the effects of damage caused by the condition at least. Benefits of this compilation: A lot of reflection to be used while still dismantles good damage / The inspiration line allows more support than a construction of damage / focus reflection available for use. Downsides of this
compilation: A bit of both makes some aspects go out just below the ideal conditions But wait! you say, and about domination?! In fact, changing duel to DOES domination has its own benefits, as it allows you to share aegis! A combination of blurred inscriptions and inspirational distortion will allow you to frequently share aegis with your friends, ideal
for when you are fighting against hard hitting enemies. Jump Caos / Inspiration / Illustrations– This special building base is part of the mesmer jumps and technique set, providing maximum stealth and mobility for long as well as shorter heels. Not all traces are filled, because there is only a limited number of useful to jump. All other traces e e assam
me yilibisivni ,racsip me snwodlooc so atrucne o£Ã§Ãalupinam ed ertseM .raluger o£Ã§Ãurtsnoc aus ad odnedneped sodihcneerp etnemlevavorp Mimic's, while prism helps to keep it stealth for longer. The celebration of the illusionist, in turn, reduces the recharge of the swallow and the promise does the same for the stealthy ability of its torch.
Understand that taking all of these features will slow down the races, which means you should look at the features you already have in your current construction and change the strokes only according to the difficulty of the jump. Due to the fact that the veil does not stack, make sure you always use this skill as a beginner. Conditions built? Although
the hypnotizing of the condition is certainly a possibility, the current viable condition the Mesmer buildings are restricted to the Mirage specialization, locked behind the path of the expansion of the fire. Due to its immensely superior production, I will not discuss specific constructions in this section. However, I will discuss how the fascinating
condition works so that you can produce your own buildings if you wish. First, let's see the weapons and characteristics of the condition. The Mesmer is able to offer conditions through the storm AA/ Chaos of the team, the torch, the cetro, of some characteristics among which are 'thicker images'. I'm gonna go through that one by one. The team and
the conditions that the team's automatic attack offers a random condition to the target, so that the projectile returns to the target, polishing them and then moving to the target or ally again. This functionality allows you to create a large amount of conditions, granted that the projectile will reach the target more than once. This is where a problem
comes in, jumping projectiles, like the team's AA, prefer allies on enemies. This results in the change of projectile in an enemy trajectory if you have the opportunity. The decrease of your condition application on an enemy path is approximately 50%, which is quite tragic. Surprisingly,these polished projectiles cannot reach clones, which opens an
opportunity for the solitary Mesmer. Staff condition osivorpmi mu e odatimil otium amieuq ed edadivita ed opmet mu odnitimrep ,agimini air³Ãtejart amu me etnemavisulcxe esauq odnevom es amsatnaf ogam od lit©Ãjorp on atluser ossI .sovla omoc sadasu res medop m©Ãbmat samsatnaf sa siop ,lanoicnetni iof ,o£Ã§Ães atsen ,'enolC' arvalap ad osu
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,etnatitlas lit©Ãjorp mu asu ogam etsE .amsatnaf ogam o ©Ã hcroT ad 5 oremºÃn edadilibah A .etnerefid etnemlatot air³Ãtsih amu ©Ã ,odal ortuo rop ,5 hcroT .agracer aus Ã odived ronem etnemariegil otiefe mu ret arap atief ©Ã euq ,o£Ã§Ãidnoc Ã sonad arap etneced edadilibah amu ©Ã asse ,otnatrop ,atla agracer amu me arudamieuq ed ohlerapa
etnelecxe mu ©Ã 4 hcroT A .sodacilpxe res masicerp euq zapacni o moc samelborp snugla zart e iuqa ogoj me ¡Ãtse epiuqe Ã etnahlemes otium edadilanoicnuf amU .o£Ã§Ãidnoc Ã sonad ed esab Ã amra amu adaredisnoc res edop ,lat omoc ,e amieuq a asu ahcot a ,rebas eved ªÃcov omoc ,ahcot ad seµÃ§Ãidnoc sA .roirefni edaditnauq amu a sonad
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not sure ♪ ♫ it's a ♫ it's a ♫Final pulse that adds an additional effect. General Synergy: Okay that the calamity of calamity ends well is your offensive friend and a poar that you will often use in the new containment. Well, the calamity has a 20 -second recharge and has no offensive capabilities when it is not taking into account any characteristic.
Every pulse, this poose damages and adds 2 seconds of cripple and weakness to them. The fourth pulse causes a high amount of damage to and to add. Due to the short discovery of this poose, as well as its harmful capabilities, the calamity poose is a great replacement for the pain mantra, and surpasses it by adding leafs when used with ã ¢ â € €
Alright that is well ends well - Betrayal. Well of a. This poose has a 25 second recharge and causes a low amount of basic damage. Every pulse of the poarry of the action grants 1 second of slow opponents within it, and the final pulse only gives speed for 4 seconds to all allies inside. This is a mini-titarp, which can effectively increase party damage
significantly. The slow granted by the poarry also synergizes well with the "Danger Time" Masterrait. The poarry of action is used in almost all the construction of chronomncers. Recall well recall is a source of alecript. This poignment gives it relaxes its opponents every 3 pulses and does so in packages of 1 second. This causes your opponent to be
stuffed longer, and the poarry also causes a little damage to add to it. As the point is over, it grants 5 seconds of alecript to all allies that are within it, making it its main source of alecript for the party. As the skill has a 40 -second recharge, its leaf is used in good use. Good for consideration, this one is much more of the niche type as it has only
defensive features. precognition grants aegis to all all allied allies rahnag levÃssop ©Ã ,eripxe o§Ãop o euq setna arbeuq ad ratlov riugesnoc ªÃcov eS .artxe aruc rahnag arap ridivid muunitnoc moc adanibmoc res edop euq aruc acinºÃ a ©Ã atse ,sesaf saud me aruc ytinretE fo lleW omoC .ocnele od amic me ebecer recnamonorc o euq oa edutingam
me etnahlemes aruc EoA mu moc animret etnemlautneve e ,eled ortned odaila adac ed o£Ã§Ãidnoc 1 evomer o§Ãop o oslup adaC .adaredom edaditnauq amu arap odaruc ©Ã remsem o ,odareg ©Ã ytinretE fo lleW omoC .sodaila sues m©Ãbmat sam ,eruc es ³Ãs o£Ãn remsem o euq etimrep ossI .o§Ãop mu ed amrof an etnemlarutan ©Ã e ,recnamonorc
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.soslup sªÃrt ed mu adac ossi zaf e ,o§Ãop od ortned 1.5x the total healing you would normally receive. With a 30 -second cooldown and Aoe Resources is definitely not a bad choice for a healing ability. A note about speed before we reach the chrono-constructions, some information about speed is important. As a chronomelic, speed is your top
priority, followed by alacritity in the current goal. This is because several classes (Revenant, Thief, Guardian) have a rotation largely based on car attacks, which do not need recharge reduction for obvious reasons. In case you're running mostly with elementary or warriors, Alacrity begins to become more important. But the important thing we focus
here is speed. Quickness is a benefit that increases the speed of actions at a good 50%, which is a strange way to put it, but essentially this is summarizing to attacks being carried out within 75% of the original cast time. This allows a total increase of damage of about 33% and therefore is very effective. The invasion of speed occurs when we talk
about the stacking of benefit. A benefit that is stacked in duration works quite differently from a benefit that is stacked in intensity, and the speed is one of the previous categories. The speed stacks up to 5’ portions ” of speed, after which any attempt to quickly apply is voided. The 'portions' to which we are referring here are individual quick packs
that your skills apply, for example, The Timewarp applies parts of speed, all with 2 seconds, every second for 10 seconds. This means that although different skills can result in the same total amount of speed, some can deliver it in different portion sizes. We will list our possible parts of speed below to get an idea about the sizes of the portions:
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egral t rovaf eht rovaf eht gnignirb ,elbissop in the enever revo dedivid noitarud hcum of revoc tnaw tnaw ,snoitrop 5 revo kts of tâ€â€â. can apply more alacrity to your allies. Something I am now officially naming theÃ Â ¢ÃÂÂalacrity inception phenomenon¢ÃÂÂ. To then incorporate the phantasm-shatter synergy play we are using the amazing
¢ÃÂÂchronophantasma¢ÃÂÂ trait. This trait allows you to shatter your phantasms but have them respawn once, allowing you to keep up damage from both sources. Due to the phantasmal force trait in illusions, it is still recommended not to be too shatter-happy, as this will be detrimental to your damage. The illusions traitline is in this build to cover
your phantasmal damage, but also to decrease the cooldown on your new F5 shatter skill. With the Grandmaster major trait named ¢ÃÂÂMaster of Misdirection¢ÃÂÂ, you¢ÃÂÂll be able to pop your F5 shatter every 76.25 seconds, effectively reducing the cooldown of your high CD skills like elites. The adept and master major traits are also a lot more
effective than before as chronophantasma allows for longer phantasm upkeep. The fact that phantasmal haste operates over time, and the shatter reduction still leaves you with a 70s+ CD, shows that this build is focussed on long lasting fights such as those in raids and fractals. Lastly there¢ÃÂÂs the Dueling line. This traitline is there for damage.
Currently, dueling tops domination in terms of damage due to its aptly named superior grandmaster trait ¢ÃÂÂSuperiority complex¢ÃÂÂ. A build like this often runs with well of recall and action, as well signet of inspiration. The fight is then best started by spawning one clone (sword 3) , shattering it for continuum split, popping every skill you have,
and then getting 2 avengers and 1 damage phantasm up. The I-still-run-dungeons build This build was made in a time where dungeons just got cut in rewards, explaining the name quite clearly. Simply said, this build focuses on short fights instead of prolonged ones, and therefore asks for maximum damage in a short period of time. In shorter fights, ?
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Sedivorp DNA ,Eriuqca ot ylevitaler ni tes enur siht .ylno sknat dezilaliceps rof ytiliabarud FO Enur Give 100 concentration, equivalent to about 6.7 % of boon's duration, to a reasonable price. Chocolate Omnomberry Cream / Spring Almost Idential Roll for the Fried Golden Dumplings, these foods of 100 concentration as well as an impulse to find
pleasant mothers, but it is missing capacity. As you can stack is not your work, these are essentially cheaper variants in the dumpling. Mussels Gashblade Food Plate for the true chrono-tanks, this material provides 70 concentration combined with an impressive 10% reduction for damage received. It is a little tedious to acquire through a dragon
stand recipe, but it is definitely worth the best chrono-tanks. Maintenance of the hi. It is essential for chronomancers due to increased concentration even more. You can choose from tonic variants, magnets and masters. Toxic is better to damage chronomancers, while the magnets are recommended for those chronomancers who prefer a mininsrel

set. Gearing Gearing gear a chronomancer is slightly more complicated than a common mesmer because you need to take your boon's duration into consideration. Below I will list two possible options for optimized mesmer configurations, one for dedicated tank, and another for a rune building building. The purpose of these configurations is reaching
+100% of boon's duration when changing to the confidentiality of concentration, so they do not worry if you can reach the same with a different configuration. The commander's statisticals, as well as the mininstrels work well in the duration of boon upping through concentration. While interchangeable in terms of boon's duration, the minstrel's gear
will make its insignificant damage completely in exchange for healing power and additional vitality, while the commanders are due to resist and duration. the boon's. Mother infusions we will have to note something about what are called mystical infusions. If you are running upstream armor, vain infusions including mothers It can be used to increase
your concentration a little, allowing you to further customize the armor sets. They can be created in fog fractals for those who enjoy the content. Although personalization is endless, we include a Firebrand rune variant in the options provided by my friend Andulias. Lead variant weapons: commander statistics, concentration secrecy in Maindhand,
hand-in-hand force sigils. Armor: Statistics of the commander of legging and peestal, rest Berserker. Lead runes. Note for fractal enthusiasts: if you like to make fractals, you are likely to unlock some master's degree for them. The agony plumber of the domes, recursive features and nebline singularities give additional bonus to the player when the
fractal potions are used. More importantly, each fractal mobility potion pile will increase a Mesmers concentration with 10, 25 or 30% of your agonay resistance, which means you will naturally have more duration of the fractals. Do not spend money with additional equipment or food if you plan to play mainly fractals, as 225 concentration is
equivalent to a full duration of 15%. Trinkets: Backpack, Amulet and 1 Ring Commander Stats, Rest Berserker. Nutrition: fried gold dumplings and toxic maintenance oil. Fire infusion variant weapons: berserker statistics, concentration secrecy in Maindhand, hand-power sigils. Armor: Statistics of the commander of legging and peestal, rest
Berserker. Firebrand Runes. Trinkets: backpack statistics and amulet commander, rest Berserker. Nutrition: fried gold dumplings and toxic maintenance oil. Infusions: 18x Mystical (in all parts available) Tank variant weapons: commander/menestrel, concentration secrecy in main cabins, transfer secrecy in clogged armor (optional):complete,
durability, herald or water runes: Tinkets: Full Minnstrels Nutrition: mussel plate Gnashblade (or dough dumplings again), maintenance oil (magnes). Note forEnthusiasts, if you like to make fractals, it is likely that you unlock some master for them. The agony plumber of the domes, recursive features and nebline singularities give additional bonus to
the player when the fractal potions are used. More important to us, each fractal mobility potion pile will increase a Mesmers concentration with 10, 25 or 30% of its resistance to agony, which means you will naturally have more duration in the fractals. Do not spend money with additional equipment or food if you plan to play mainly fractals, since the
concentration of 225 (associated with 150 AR and total domain) is equivalent to a full duration of 15%. Mirage Section Miragem is the second elite specialization granted to Mesmer. This specialization was introduced with the path of the expansion of the fire and gives Mesmer access to desert magics by taking advantage of the mind and turning it
into a grim mirage. This specialization concentrates what is called "Mumra Mirranse" and its resulting effect called "turning kit". Characteristics, as well as weapons in the mirage line, focus heavily on damage to the condition, making this the damage of the condition dedicated damage to specialization; Our greatest potential for damage at this time.
Mirage Mir Mirage Mirage Map Effect 'is activated by skiing, as well as by entering a mirage mirror (produced by its own abilities), and gives Mesmer access to 'Ambush'' Skills as well as an invulnerability effect similar to the faded. The ambush skills replace the first skill in any weapon, available for single use. The invulnerability given to Mesmer
when on the cover of mirage means physically moving away from an attack, has become unnecessary for Mesmer; therefore, a mirage does not move anymore by skiing and instead activates its cover effect. Various features of the Mirage line odahcaM odahcaM .asoredop atnemarref amu odnairc ,sianoicida soicÃfeneb ehl- odnad ,egariM od apac a
The new weapon provided to mesmer as a mirage is the ax. This weapon specializes in the condition apparatus as well as simply cutting things apart. It is the best condition damage weapon currently available for the mesmer, mainly for its ambush ability and a recent nerf for cetro. Let's discuss each of your skills below. Lacerating Cutter, Ethereal
Chop, Mirror Strikes [Auto chain attack] The axe's automatic attack chain is the follow-up of Pique Lacerating, Ethereal Chop and Mirror Strikes. These skills make a decent amount of damage and apply the bleeding conditions and torment. The first two chain skills do the same amount of power damage, with an absolute base of 202, slightly lower
than the AA sword (257). Lacerating Chop is the first in the chain, and applies two seconds of bleeding. This is followed by Ethereal Chop, which in turn applied two seconds of Torment. The final skill called Mirror Strikes combines the first two skills with a boost, and applies six seconds of torment and bleeding, while doing the dual amount of energy
damage. This means that you should never try to disrupt the final blow of your auto attack chain. Mirror Strikes is not limited to what is in front of you, as it reaches all targets around the user. As these are all the bodily blows, the entire auto-attack chain is capable of hitting three targets simultaneously. The total chain takes approximately 2.25
seconds to complete without speed. Due to its fast condition application and fluid motion, the automatic attack chain is its main axis ability to use. Lingering Thoughts Lingering Thoughts is the second ability in the ax, which is one of the least used. It does a wide variety of things while you move through your target axes to embrace everywhere.
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in general. This compilation, however, requires a large amount of continuous mirage entry, as you will simply be spamming your mirage mirage miragea general rotation of clone mirage fight is the following: 1) spawn 2 clones oando remnant thoughts. 2) use crystal sands on your target to generate a third party and cause some damage. 3) Use your
healing ability followed by prestige for a chaos field. 4) use the following recharge skills: jaunt, crystal sands, symmetry axes, escape combined with axe ambush, false oasis in combination with prestige and arms exchange. make sure that the mirage covers have their priority over the skills such as walks, crystal sands and symmetry axes. never let
your resistance reach 100%, as this will imply a loss of damage. Advantages: higher damage / without strong dependence on the survival rate of illusion / focus of clear condition (no damage division) disadvantages: requiring the orary/low survival due to the resistance oo for sigils mirage and runes a mirage requires condition equipment and, like
such sigils, and runes oadas for conditons. These were briefly mentioned in the construction industries, but it is also listed here. Malician secrecy the malice secrecy provides a significant boost to any condition construction and, as such, is recommended for any construction of the mirage. Although a little expensive, sigil provides a duration of 10% of
the extra condition, which cannot be ignored. If you can still not pay the higher variant, the main secrecy are also quite capable. sigil of geomancy cheap, effective, what else can one want? the secrecy of geomancy is a weapon secrecy in the swap that applies three bleeding stacks for three seconds in enemies around the orary when exchanged by the
weapon in which it is equipped. due to its smal recharge, it can be hated in all exchanges, making your weapon change a weapon itself. this is a great secrecy to pray in the construction of the ghost mainly. secrecyPreviously used in solo and energy game is based on the base mesmer, the secrecy of energy is returning to clone mirages. This
confidentiality returns 50% of the resistance to the ,azzip naht rehtar wets ylevol siht gnisu eb ot tnaw uoy egarim dliub enolc gnisu erâuoy fI .egamad erom suht dna skaolc egarim erom rof gniwolla ,noitareneger ecnarudne %04+ uoy The fo slwoB !ygrene hcum os uoy sevig ffuts siht yhw yltcaxe swonk ydobon tub ,gnigdod rof doof ylevoL wetS taeM
dna elffurT nairr The fo lwoB .ekac iok ro asoboas,azzip fo tib a yb truh reve wa sal dliub noitidnoc oN .azzip eiggev repus eht sa hcus seiteirav azzip repaehc eht rof kool ?llits siht droffa t C .egarim a sa evitceffe erom eht lla uoy gnikam ,egamad noitidnoc 07 dna esitrepxe 001 edivorp sdoof ralimis dna sekac iok ,evitceffe dna paehC .tuo nur ot gnol
sa gnikat ton morf raga sasoboa S litneL-de R dna sazziP eiggeV eraR ot lacitnedi si doof sih T! , er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, er, tI .erutan dirbyh sti ot eud sdliub hsi-noitidnoc ynam yb desu Âsi rekresreB eht fo enuR ehT rekresreB eht fo enuR .yllacificeps dliub enolc eht rof ligis
taerg si si si sih T .egamad erom gninaem ,slliks hsunbma erom gninaem ,skaolc egarim erom gninaem ,segdod erom rof swolla sihT .no depiuqe si nopaew eht ot gnippaws nehw nehwAll that fat would slow you down. Adjust crystals Adjusting crystals are essential for any build condition due to them being the only available condition-based utility.
They come in many ways, such as simple tuning crystals, toxic focus crystals, and even tuning icicles. Due to its variable cost, you may want to get a lot of cheaper icicles for casual days, and take toxic focus crystals for your proper attack and fractal races. Gear your Mirage Playing Dress-up is an essential part of your guildwars career and as such
you are in the right place for advice. Always start with a good breast appearance and follow with the rest... oh expect you want to know about statistics, runes, sigils and ideal combinations? Well, we can review that, too. Luckily condition constructions are very easy in this regard. Phantasm mirage For an ideal mirage construction, you want to take
the following: Weapons: Statistics of Viper, Axe with Upper Sigil of Malice, in the main hand, Pistol and Torch with Superior Sigil of Geomancy in hands out Armor: Full viper frame equipped with Runes of the Berserker Trinkets: Complete set of trinkets viper statistics Nourishment: Koi Cakes and toxic focus crystals (optional) Infusions: 14x Malign,
4x Mirage de Clone Spiteful For an ideal mirage construction, you want to take the following: Weapons: Statistics of Viper, Axe with Sigil Superior of Malice, in the main hand, Torch (optional: and sword) with Sigil Superior of Geomancy in the hands of the outside. Armor: Full viper armor equipped with Runes of the Renegade Trinkets: Complete set
of trinkets viper statistics Nourishment: Bowls of Orrian Truffle and Meat Stew and Toxic Focusing Crystals (Optional) Infusions: 18x Spiteful Note: These are all ideal combinations for raids and fractals, you can omoc omoc erbos ol-¡Ãmrofni ¡Ãri remsem aiug od o£Ã§Ães aneuqep atsE lareg gniremseM .meb rezaf adnia e lamitpo-o£Ãn sneganosrep
arap o£Ã§Ãidnoc ed sonad ed sacitsÃtatse sartuo e sortsinis moc repiv sa§Ãep In his offhand weapon, with a simple illustration. The next section will be reviewed will review the special tons of Mesmer and what you must be doing exactly when playing in your character Mesmer. The techniques explained here are mainly basic tips and tricks, but are
intended to help you optimize your game. Reflex chain How the use of the ghost director is very relevant in project -based fights, keeping his well -known reflex. With the rude ghost, time becomes less narrow and you will have a much more fancil time to maintain the reflection. The general time that takes to the ghost director to complete his
animation is © © ~ 5 seconds. When ghostly hurry is used, the fresh down in the director's attack is reduced to ~ 7.2 seconds of the original 9. Because of this, the ghost sick ghosts Approximately 5 seconds, with a 7.2 cooldown according to if the proper tracts are used. If properly timed, two directors can maintain a reflection time of about 83,%
with a short window through which projects can hit. A binding statement of binding with the previously bugged sick people below. This bug allowed the ghost directors to reflect 1 second before and after their animation, filling the reflection gap naturally. This is not working. Achieve 100% reflection is still much more fancil with ghostly hurry, but
requires a total of TRANS DIRECTORS, which means you will need to fill the initial gap with feedback / temporal curtain Reflexion © the director is out of cooldown. Old PH Warden Chaining Protest [Youtube = http: //www.youtube.com/watch? V = 1kqwpwmx9zw & w = 448 & h = 252 & hd = 1] As it is visible in the video, 1 second from the reflex
interval © Filled by the aftercast from the principal. This means that in the current situation, you have to choose between putting 2 sicks at this time, or the second one second faster, to generate a third later to fill the 2 second range. Break.uoy in the sllick ynam sa esu ot llâ€â€ã¢uoy ,tnatropmi yrev yllarutan tlps muunitnoc .plps muunitnoc ruoy
nihtiw sdnik eht htssus yatsssus yat t1 5f ruoy fo taht naht naht rehgih dc a SAH HCIHW ,Prawemit in hcus sllicks s sllicks fos nWodlooc eht rewol yllationnessse nac uoy ,nwodlooc if og meht gnivalah uohtahs sttage sttode ROF PU sregneva owt gnipeek elihw ,egamaad ked hcihw noisusli 1 plee tnaw tnaw uoy .ylrepop slliks emit ot remsem eht
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ekil dnA .euqinhcet sevlovni osla tub ,slliks evitceffe tsom laciteroeht eht gniwonk yb od nac uoy gnihtemos ylpmis ton si troppus dna egamad gnizimixaM .noitator onorhC ehT .gnol yrev tsal tÂÂÃ¢ Nod sla tub ,selitcejorp gnigamad niatnoc dynoc sthgif fi seniltiart dlo ruoy peek ot taerg kcabdeef eligdauq eht ]444ktkis06y=v?hctat/moc.ebutuob
spedth spialohs spialohs. noinibmoc of cim fo esu eht hguorht then Eb nac siht .tilps Muunitnoc GNISUTOC WE A skcadeeef 4 pu opeek otam nac uoy !ton gao !eniltairt noitairipsni ers-onorhc aoorhc a oymonorah-on yo Rebunm rof by llaf tdraw dnoces ecalp sliw rilw rilre namuh dna emit gnitac ,niahc aa dnoces 5.2 ,laeh dnoces 1 eht fo noitanibmoc
eht . On time to time, and as alacrity is a very influential factor, well of recall is important here too. The rotation of a chronomance depends whether it/it wants to focus on alacrity or speed in priority, but preferably you would have both would be approximately 90-100%. Let's first review an alacrity prioritizing the rotation. To make your proper
rotation, you will want to spawn your 3 ghosts first. After that, start releasing Gravity Well or Tides of Time depending on your elite ability, and use continuum split at the end of the cast, making sure you waste time on continuum split with caste time. Now, the poosters take a time to activate, start with a good of action before exchanging weapons, so
that you save a little time in your confidentiality of concentration. Follow with Tides of Time if you still have no, to give you speed and end with a change of weapons, well of recall and sign of inspiration. If you use TimeWarp, you will be using Tides of Time in the innio if your rotation, you can simply change directly after putting well in action, or even
before. TimeWarp may be added essentially the rotation whenever, but make sure you are not in danger of putting it in a Cooldown 180 too. Once you return from the divisive continuum you can put an additional recall poar down, and one of your skills of speed (good of action, sign of inspiration), since You do not use timewarp. Make sure you do not
exceed speed. Now you simply want to keep your stupid 2 Avengers and 1 DPS Phantasm, maintaining the speed in yourself and your team. This can be easily verified using its own time of speed of speed as a refinement, since it is very similar to that of the part. As a general rule, you simply do not want to keep the skills of speed outside the cooldown,
except for soon use Split, to avoid overstacking. Temporal curtain pulling making mobs be together useful. Due to melee attack¢ÃÂÂs cleave ability, having all of your targets near each other will make it a lot easier to kill them quickly. The temporal curtain is often used to make this ¢ÃÂÂballing¢ÃÂÂ of mobs easier, but requires some skill on the part
of the mesmer to do Once the mesmer knows about the maximum pulling distance, they need to find a spot between the relevant mobs where as many of them are in pulling range of the curtain as possible. The more mobs you get near each other, the better. Video example [youtube= Combining a pull with the ¢ÃÂÂswap¢ÃÂÂ skill on your mainhand
sword helps keep mobs in place while they are being killed, so consider using it immediately after the pull. Note: The presentedÃ Â video dates back to a time during which proper pulling required all mobs to be at exactly the maximum range from the curtain. This is no longer the case, and thus it will suffice as long as all the mobs you try to pull are
at a distance of or below said maximum pulling range. Stealth Skipping Before we forget about the centaur runes and skipping builds, we are going to go over what is stealth skipping. Skipping is an extremely frequently used technique in fast dungeon runs, as lots of trash mobs do not need to be killed. As a mesmer there are two situations in which
you must skip: to run with your party or to run alone to later portal your party through. The videos below illustrate how stealth chaining and skipping mobility work in different situations. General skipping, stealth chaining small groups & mobility [youtube= Advanced portal skipping, stealth chaining larger groups [youtube= As stealth chaining on the
mesmer requires the use of many of your utility slots, make sure to consider cooldown reduction traits before starting jump. This will help you get back to the fight faster. Since the portal's ability can be removed from your skill bar to be replaced later after the placement of the Entre, you can use all three slots of your usefulness for a jump without
losing the portal ability to your party members. Things of Chrono If you are a chronomolic, you can use Stealth in combination with F5. This makes it possible to stack two mass invisibility and therefore allows you to give your party more stealth. If you're using some sort of illusion assistance, such as mirror images, you can also use the veil. A small
tutorial on how this works is shown below. [youtube = https: //www.youtube.com/watch? V = iaeugtlvqvc & feature = youtu.be] Chrono-portal as chronomolic You have the privilege of having many things expected from you. This includes portalling like any other Mesmer, but, as a qualified chronomolic, you may want to make things easier by using
continuous splitting and flashing in combination with the portals. This is harder to do, but it also results in not getting stuck to a lot of jumping skills in your bar. If you are using Split Continuum with the portals, your best option is to use Mimic in CS and use it for Exaunt positioning. If you use only F5 for the output, your portal will simply enter the
recharge started by the input placement. In some places, you may need a blink upward combined with a portal; in this case, you cannot escape having to do both within the CS duration and simply have one of the two in recharge. The reflection of the temporal curtain that reflects with the temporal curtain is possible when the director's feedback
feature is equipped. But as the temporal curtain is smaller than, for example, the Guardian's reflection wall, the projectile reflection can be complicated.illustrations were provided below to show how the projectiles work in general situations and how the temporal curtainThese best. There is a difference with the arc of projury among the laundry by
the air, and those laughs closest to the Chã £ o, the two no. both situations. Airborne launched project. When an air -transported project is launched, the project needs to reach its fate that is at least altitude, because of this, the project needs to go down. The temporal curtain is often not high enough to reflect the project in its source, but will be able
to do so easily when it is at its lowest point: the target. LAND LAND PROJECT. The launched forms from a target in the ground of the ground must first become transmitted by the air, and make an entire bow. The Lanked Projunction begins in the soil, ascends to a decent height, and then begins to go down again to reach its target. Because of this,
put your temporal curtain directly on the multidion, will reflect the attack instantly, allowing you and your party members to move while maintaining the reflex. Putting the curtain directly in front of you will still work, keep in mind that you will be less mother. About the author this guide was written by Sandeinoa, the current (co) wool of retaliation
[RT]. As the main members of the rhino members, Sanderinoa began as a solo player, spending most of his time doing solo vines, as well as enjoying the use of excessive and unnecessary vocabulary. As a member of the RT, he also participated in Varies of his dungeon speed clearances and is constantly trying to fit the Mesmer class in the current
running. His main one is a mesmer, but he has difficulty talking about himself because of a fear of seeming arrogant. This guide was written only by Sanderinoa (with some workplace work of other TR guides), but as it is not an artisan theory, it makes use of siam siam rebas resiuq eS .m©Ãbmat remsem edadinumoc ad sodatiepser sorbmem soir¡Ãv
ed ebuTuoY od lanac ues arifnoc ,rotua o
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